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PREFACE

Although the title of this thesis is quite brief and# 
as a matter of fact, patently nebulous, it is truly indica
tive of the nature of the subject matter0 Concepts are ab
stractions; they imply a grouping of related ideas. Because 
they are abstractions, concepts are difficult to understand 
and are not perceived identically by all. This inherent 
perplexity is the reason for what may seem to be a study in 
semantics'.

It was originally proposed that experienced practi
tioners be surveyed to determine their attitudes toward and 
suggestions for the development of a standardized terminology 
the lack of which has led to the present investigation. How
ever, the abundance of secondary data presented a task that 
was, in itself, almost insurmountable. Therefore, the 
proposed survey was abandoned.

It was implied above that the problem of this thesis 
is the lack of agreement on the identification and definition 
of the functions of the manager. The secondary data used to 
discuss the problem involves a broad area of thinking— from 
the philosophy of Frederick Taylor and the ltschool" of 
Scientific Management to the sociologically-oriented thoughts 
of Peter F, Drucker and other writers of management texts.



ii
This literature is of great value in developing a trend of 
attitudes toward and common characteristics of the manager 
concept.

There are six appendices that follow a rather brief 
amount of textual material. These appendices contain lengthy 
compilations of quoted material that are analyzed and ar
ranged purposefully. It was felt that these should not be 
included in the text in order to facilitate their individual 
study»

Perhaps through identification and definition of the 
functions of the manager, the manager himself will be defined.

Who are these managers, the class which is in the 
process of becoming the ruling class of society? The 
answer which interests us will not be given in terms of' 
individuals: that is, we do not want to know that Mr. X, 
Miss Y, and other separate persons are managers. The 
answer that we need will be, first of all, in terms of 
function: by virtue of what function is it that we shall 
designate an individual as a manager? Whoever the 
individual may be, now or in the future, how are'we to 
decide whether or not he is a manager?...We must, there
fore, investigate more carefully to see just who is 
doing the managing; and, in the investigation, we shall 
have to analyze out several ideas which are confusedly 
grouped together under the concept of ?management7.1

1 o dames Burnham, The Managerial Revolution (New York: 
John Day Co., 1941)* pp. 77-8.
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IMOB10TI©!

We are today in the midst of a movement, by the 
social gromp managers, to establish themselves as

Perhaps managers are not revolutionaries threatening
to dominate society, as Bmrnham womld like ms to think0 It 
is not necessary to accept smeh a statement to realize the 
concern and stmdy that many writers have devoted to “the 
manager6H

twenty-five years, have analyzed the specialized 
services contributed to enterprises by managers0 
Some have done this principally in an attempt to 
isolate the basic functions of managers or those 
of some specified group of managers, Others have 
dome this as a part of a more extensive study— most 
typically in connection with a treatment of the 
theory of business organization0

Despite more than twenty-five years of investigation 
and analysis, writers are still faced with a significant 
lack of agreement in identifying exclusively managerial 
activities, classifying these functions, and selecting the 
terminology used to describe thenu In practice, the words

I, ©eorge Filipetti, Industrial Management in Tran- 
sitiome (Rev» ed0| Homewood, Illinoisi Richard D. Irwin, 
iae0, 1953), p0 283o

lumeroms writers, primarily during the last

Rational Synthesis,** Journal of Business of 
of Chicago, XXII, Mo„ , 1949}, p0

20 Robert Tannenbaum, 11 The Manager Concepts A

1



* Mtask»# "pespoBSlblllty,8 8fmieti.©ia,® “quality, “ 
"teelmlqme,” and iSski 11“ are msed synonymously0 Koontz and 
0° Bonne11 identify and define five functionsj planning^ 
organizingj, staffing, directing, and e©ntrolling0̂  @uliek°s 
PSSBeeiB (planning, organizing, staffing, directing, coordin
ating, reporting, and budgeting), which refers to the admin
istrator, applies by implication to the manager3  EcLarney 
states that the tools of management are planning, organizing, 
directing, coordinating, and controlling.^

A more succinct statement of the problem is that for 
many reasons, some of which will be exposed later, those who 
have written about the manager have repeatedly disagreed 
about who he is and what he does. To whom and why is this 
semantically elusive abstraction of importance?

Those who occupy executive positions obviously 
need a clear understanding of the subjects a 
blurred concept frequently results in time lost 
in nonmanagerial activities to the neglect of execu
tive duties. A second group is that of employed 
persons who do net manage^-laborers, clerks, union 
representatives, and others. Their interest in 
this subject is Hydra-headed. Because their goals

3= Harold Koontz and Cyril G8Bonne11, Principles of 
Managements . Am Analysis of Managerial Functions (2d. ed.j 
lew Yorks MellFaw-fflXl BooE Co., Inc., 1959), Po 35 =

4. L. Culick and L. Urwiek (eds.). Papers on the 
Science of Admimlstration (lew Yorks Institute of Public

5. William J, McLamey, Management Training (3d. ed< 
Homewood, Illinois s Hi chard B. Irwin, Inc., ub£F5977~Po6.
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parallel those of the f i m s they want to feel eon- 
fident that their managers know how to manages and 
a favorable evalmatioa will lead to am important 
somree of smpport for any superior= If, om the 
other hand, workers observe that managers 8 do 
nothing,% the expression reflects a failure to 
understand that executives get things done by work
ing through others0 The third group interested in 
the subject includes students, teachers, and scholars, 
who obviously cam make no progress in this field 
if they have misunderstood its matureo

Teachers are concerned with the development of a 
logical framework of management as a basis for training in 
college courses and in executive development programs to 
meet the increasing numbers of managers required in business 
and government 0̂  The education of future managersthere
fore, will include a course in the principles of management. 
The Gordon Report concludes that?

o o , organizational skill is a necessary con
comitant of effective business operation? formal 
instruction can make a significant contribution to 
the development of such skill? sufficient knowledge 
presently exists for formal university-level courses 
to be offered? and finally, the amount of knowledge 
about organizations, business and otherwise, will 
increase greatly in amount,^relevance, and impor
tance in the years to come Q

Definition and standardization of terminology will

6e Koontz and ©?Donnell, op, cit,, pp, 4l-2,
7, John F, Zee, 18Imtroductiom,18 in Fremont A, 

Shull (ed,), Selected Readings in Management (Homewood, 
Illinois? Richard Do 'Irwin,' lncT,"H95#im ix,

S, Robert A, Gordon and James E, Howell, Higher 
Education for Business (lew York? Columbia University



eaable writers and management philosophers to channel their 
ideas and to investigate more thoroughly and scientifically 
such matters as the validity of principles# the existence 
of a systematic body of knowledge that can he called ©rgani= 
zatiom theory# the personal qualities of an effective man
ager# and the training necessary to develop future managers 
and teachers of management 0

The reasons for the study should mow he apparent# 
hut perhaps some of the causes for such abundant lack of 
agreement on the concept of the manager can he derived from 
the following list compiled by Professor Tamnembaum:

1« The complexity of business enterprise| prog
ress in areas other than technological# 
methodological# and procedural aspects is 
slow; and those in the best position to ob
serve on the basis of experience have been 
too preoccupied or inadequately prepared to 
theorize# while those with the time or 
preparation have inadequate experience;

2o lack of common terminology to describe 
similar concepts;3° careless use of words;

40 lack of clarity in describing the functions 
of the manager;5o confusion between functions and techniques;60 confusion between functions and processes;7o presentation of functions at least partially 
in subjective# rather than objective terms; 
and80 confusion between functions and operational 
activities0°

Whether or not these are valid conclusions is of little im
portance at this time = However# they do illustrate# once

9o Tammembaum# op. eit0# pp. 228-9=.



again, the nature ©f the problem and permit the introduc
tion of the hypothesis underlying this entire study:

Assuming that management is a social science 
and that the term "manager” can be submitted to 
definition, then it should be possible to assign 
to the term a body of universal functions»

Two research designs have been used to test the 
hypothesis. The first, exploration, is inherent in all re
search* The historical sub-method of the descriptive re
search design is also relevant because of the broad scope 
and qualitative nature of the subject matter* Analogy is 
used in the analysis of definitions and for the arrangement 
and classification of functions *

Before background material on the influence of F. ¥* 
Taylor and Henri Fayol upon "modern" management is related, 
a word about the "testing" of the hypothesis must be said* 
Accept, for the present, that the study of. management takes 
place in the realm of the social sciences* Controlled 
experimentation is not possible as it is in the physical 
sciences, for "with the greater complexity of social facts 
are connected (l) their less repeatable character, (2) their 
less direct observability, (3) their greater variability 
and lesser uniformity, and (4) the greater difficulty of iso
lating one factor at a time * " The second point should

10* Morris H* Cohen, leason and Mature: An Essay
on the leaning of Scientific Method (Hew York: Barcourt. 
Brace and Company, 1931)* P° 351 *



especially be emphasized. Verification of results is diffi
cult, if not statistically impossible, because the data are 
qualitative,

Louis A, Allen, in stating his criteria for a sound 
definition of the term management, proffers an ideal. Per
haps this ideal can be achieved as a condition of real ex
istence, and not as a mere fiction of the human mind. Fol
lowing the statement of the ideal, the reader may.search for 
its realization in the remainder of this study. Success will 
depend entirely upon the logic of the hypothesis that is 
tested and upon the facts supporting that hypothesis, An 
ideal:

For our purpose, we must be able to identify 
management as a body of systematized knowledge, 
based on general principles which are verifiable 
in terms of business practice. We should be able 
to demonstrate that management is a distinct 
activity. Our concept Should allow for the fact 
that'a manager may manage with good or bad judg
ment, with great or little experience; with exem
plary or undesirable character traits, that man
agement may be practiced in similar terms by all 
kinds of people, in all kinds of companies. Our 
concept of management should provide for the iden
tification of transferable skills and these skills 
should be susceptible of measurement

11. Louis A. Allen, Management and Organization 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 195$), p = 5.



CHAPTER I

EVOLHHOH AND THE SEARCH

Yesterday management was an art* Perhaps it is 
becoming a science today. Bat tomorrow? Management history 
has not been a straight-line development„ Some smpposedly 
modern aspects have ancient origins0 Yet, the major new 
contribution of science to the old art of management seems 
to be on the technological side<, Perhaps the improvements 
in technology are gestalts of the application of scientific 
method to management» Conjecture is not fact, and no sig
nificant answers can be found by pursuing it.

On the other hand, many accept as fact that the 
impetus to the American scientific management movement was 
provided by industrialist Henry M. Towme, President of the 
Yale and Tewne Lock Company. In 1886, Hr. Towne read, before 
the American Society for Mechanical Engineers, what is now a 
classic paper, 8The Engineer as an Economist.8 A portion 
of this work is quoted below:

To ensure the best results; the organization of 
productive labor must be directed and controlled by 
persons having not only good executive ability, and 
possessing the practical familiarity of a mechanic 
or engineer with the goods produced and the processes 
employed, but having also, and equally, practical 
knowledge of how to observe, record, analyze; and 
compare essential facts in relation to wages, sup
plies, expense accounts, and all else that enters

7
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into or affects the economy of production and the 
cost of the product=1

According to Lepawsky, the effect of this paper at the time 
of its delivery was almost imperceptible, although Towne did 
successfully apply some of his ideas in his own factory 

Scientific management may have begun its journey 
through the efforts of Henry Towne, but it certainly ‘‘’ar
rived51 with the work of Frederick Taylor,, its conservative, 
yet radical "father*” It was Taylor who was the chief worker 
in, as well as inaugurator of "the movement to impart excel
lence to management by viewing it as an art based on scien
tific principles* "3

1* Frederick Winslow Taylor (1856-1915)
To credit Taylor with originating scientific manage

ment is claiming far too much* He was the first to admit 
that, "hardly a single piece of original work was done by 
me in Scientific Management* Everything that we have has 
come from a suggestion'by someone else*"^ It would be more

1* Henry E* Towne, "The Engineer as an Economist *" 
Quoted in Frank B* Copley, Frederick ¥* Taylor: Father ~of "
Scientific Management (Hew York: Harper and Brothers, 1923),
I, pp» 398-400*

2* Albert Lepawsky, Administration; the art and 
science of organization and management (Hew York: A* A*
Knopf, 1949), P° 103.

3o Copley, gpu cit*, I, p* xiii*
4« Quoted in Harlow S * Person, "Frederick W« Taylor," 

Advanced Management* Quarterly Journal of the Society for 
the Advancement of Management* January - March, 1945, p. 3® 
Reproduced in Franklin G, Moore, Manufacturing Management 
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D, Irwin, Inc*, 1955), p» 12*



accurate to say that Taylor was the catalytic agent of the 
movement„

The environment of a catalyst is sometimes most 
interesting. In this ease, Frederick Taylor8 s family en
vironment is an important key to his attitudes and thoughts„ 
Bis father, Franklin Taylor, was a descendant of English 
Quakers who had settled the lower Delaware in 1677• Emily 
Annette Winslow Taylor was descended from English Puritans 
who, after settling in Plymouth, Massachusetts in 1629, had 
migrated to France for a short time.

The Puritans of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries were distinguished, not only by their bold 
spirit of inquiry and their sturdy independence of 
character, but also by their imperious insistence 
upon obedience to law as they understood it. With 
the coming of the nineteenth century the zeal of 
the Puritan generally began to lapse. In Frederick 
Taylor, born in the middle of the nineteenth century, 
this zeal blazed up anew.5

Frederick was the second of three children born to 
attorney Franklin Taylor and his wife. The Taylors lived 
quite comfortably in Germantown, Pennsylvania. Emily Taylor 
was not only intellectually curious, but she was a woman of 
strong personality. "She never set much store on tact. Tact 
she was inclined to associate with hypocrisy. She knew her

z-
mind, and in season she spoke it, plainly and to the point."

5. Copley, op. cit., I, p. 28.



0m the other hand* Franklin Taylor was exceptionally gentle 
and retiringo This blend of opposing influences gave rise 
to the strongest element in Frederick8 s' character— -his 
intense sense of duty and of social obligation.^

Taylor received a thorough liberal education that 
included study and travel in Europe, and, upon his return 
to America., he registered as a student in the middle class 
at Exeter to prepare for the study of law at Harvard. He 
was forced to forego Harvard as the result of eye trouble, 
which made it impossible for him to study.

The depression of 1873 made it difficult for an un
trained young man to find employment, but late in 1874 he was 
given the opportunity to learn the trades of the pattern
maker and machinist in the Enterprise Hydraulic Works in 
Philadelphia. In 1S7S he joined Midvale Steel Works as a 
machine-shop laborer. “With a president who was devoted to 
and deeply versed in scientific methods, and having for its 
other principal officers men of scientific education and 
attainment, the Midvale Steel Company stood out, in 1878,

Olike a beacon light in American industry."
Entering the employ of the company with no 

technical education save that represented by his

7. L. Irwiek (ed.), The Golden Book of Management 
(London; Mewman Neame.Limited, 1 9 5 8 p. 77.

8. Copley, op. cit., I., p. 99.
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appremtleeshipsj, he 3aâ # while he eomtimmed to 
work In the shop ten and more homrs a day, to 
do the studying which qualified him for his pro
motions o Bat the most remarkable part of it is 
this: in the twelve years he spent at Midvale^
or in the years of his yonng-manhood between the 
ages of twenty-two and thirty-fomr, he developed 
single-handed a system of shop management the 
like of which never had been known before s and 
despite the opposition his radically new ways 
were beamd to arouse5 put the thing into effect 
with such success that he brought the entire works 
around to it. And it is to be observed that in 
these years. Midvale steadily increased in size 
and general importance,

Concerned with the gap between potential and actual 
output of shop workers 9 faylor began to study means of in
creasing production, He analyzed the nature of shopwork, 
measuring with stop watchs tape and scales the actions of 
workers as they handled materials and operated machines. He 
believed that scientific method could be applied to shop tech
niques, concluding that a very large percentage of wasted 
labor and material could be saved„

In May of 1884, which was the year he was made chief 
engineer of Midvale, Frederick W, faylor was married to Louise 
1, Spooner, fwo years later he joined the A, S, 1, E, and 
became an active participant in its exchange of knowledge,
The A, S, 1, E, proved to be a most stimulating outlet for 
his literary endeavors,

Despite his success at Midvale, Taylor encountered

9» Ibid,, pp, 116-17,



bitter opposition., especially from the workerss whose lack 
of eomplete understanding of his aims led them to fear his 
methods. He was brought into conflict with other members 
of the Midvale management and was forced to accept a more 
lucrative position with the Manufacturing Investment Company 
of Hew York. Three years with this firm provided Taylor 
with enough experience to practice the profession of con
sulting engineer.

Consulting engineers were a rare and untried com
modity when Frederick Taylor started his career. The Panic 
of 1895 had left him jobless and with savings that were 
unavailable at that time. He used his parents8 address on 
his letter-heads and business cards because he had mo settled 
residence. However, in 1898 he was brought to the Bethlehem 
Company to speed up the machine shop„ Hot only did he accom
plish this in a short period of time, but, together with 
Mamnsel White, a professional metallurgist, he discovered 
high-speed tungsten steel, for which he received over $70,000, 
when Bethlehem sold the patent rights in February, 1900.

Mow, it is to be considered that while in the 
years I89S and 1899 Taylor was struggling to establish in that big machine shop a system of functional 
foremamship and develop this into a regular planning 
department, and so gave that shop a brain commen
surate with its size, he was working first to get 
the slide rule developed and then to. get his high
speed tools ready for every day use.1

10. Copley, ©£. eit., II, pp. 125-6.
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Much was done t© thwart Taylor at every step of the 

way. His results were eeming to© slowly. Expenditures were 
to© large. He, too, contributed to the animosity, which was 
reaching the point of bitter conflict, with his intolerance 
and impatience. He failed to allow men sufficient time to 
get revolutionized mentally. Finally, in May of 1901, he 
was fired,

Taylor returned to Germantown to continue work on 
his metal-cutting experiments, He had always been inter
ested in athletics— »a spoon-handled tennis racket of his own 
invention made him a U,S, national Doubles champion. He 
worked on better greens for golfers and originated several 
innovations in golf clubs, "He himself was drawn into serv
ing without stint of energy or cent of pay the engineering 
and manufacturing work of the navy"s yards and of the army8 s 
Ordnance Department"11

There was much agitation against Scientific Manage
ment, especially at the Watertown Arsenal, where Taylor had 
personally installed the system. In August of 1911, there

V
was a brief strike by the molders against the arsenal„ The 
strike lasted only seven days, but its repercussions would 
be felt by Taylor until his lonely death,

It is possible that biography is uninteresting, But

11, Ibid,, p, 299c
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a man8 s work can never be well understood unless the auditor 
earn see the whole man in his environments in his time.
Granted# Taylor8s Scientific Management (actually# scientific 
method applied to shop management) is largely anachronistic 
today| but then so are the original works of Thomas Edison 
or the Wright Brothers„ low# look at what Frederick Taylor# 
"Father of Scientific Management#8’ had to say.

In 1911* Principles of Scientific Management was 
published# at Taylor’s own expense# amid great public con
cern, Labor unions were especially interested in his emphasis 
on efficiency through time and motion.study because they 
feared that these new methods meant speed-ups„ The press# 
who had been interested since the striking label ’’Scientific 
Management" was used in rate case hearings before the Inter
state Commerce Commission (191©)# was arousing further in
terest with interviews of Taylor and his associates, "Taylor
felt that ah authoritative statement# emphasizing aspects of

12public interest# was essential," The paper had been writ
ten:

First, To point out* through a series of simple 
illustrations# the great loss which the whole coun
try is suffering through inefficiency in almost all 
of our daily acts.

Second, To try to convince the reader that the 
remedy for this inefficiency lies in systematic

'12, Frederick W, Taylor* Scientific Management 
(lew York: Harper and Brothers# 1947)* pp, vi-viii.
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management,, rather than in searching for some un
usual or extra-ordinary man.

Third. To prove that the best management is a 
true science, resting upon clearly defined laws, 
rules, and principles, as a foundationc And fur
ther to show that the fundamental principles of 
scientific management are applicable to all kinds 
of human activities, from our simplest individual 
acts to the work of our great corporations, which 
call for the most elaborate cooperation. And, 
briefly, through a series of illustrations, to 
convince the reader that whenever these principles 
are correctly applied, results must follow which 
are truly astounding.13

After the brief strike of the melders against Water
town Arsenal, organized labor applied so much pressure and 
vocally poured forth with their concern over the effects of 
measured productivity and misapplications of Scientific 
Management by unscrupulous “efficiency experts," that the
House of Representatives adopted a resolution that the

, t •speaker appoint a committee to investigate the unsatisfac
tory conditions caused by the elements of Scientific Manage
ment o These elements were:

Science, not rule of thumb.
Harmony, not discord.
Cooperation, not individualism.
Maximum output, in place of restricted output.
The development of each man toJais greatest 

efficiency and prosperity.14

13» Ibid., p. 7.
14. Frederick Wo Taylor, The Principles of Seien- 

tific Management (Mew Yorks Harper and Brothers, 1929),
p. 14C : ”
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Aeemsations questioning the honesty of the Commit= 

tee members mere made after Taylor6 s death, but they have 
never been substantiated. The eommittee worked from October, 
1911 until February, 1912, and held hearings in Boston, 
lew York, and Washington. It gave ample opportunity for 
everyone to be heard. “In organizing the ease for Scientific 
Management, Taylor was handicapped by the general warfare 
which at this time the labor unions were directing against 
his system. . . . Terrorism was in the air.“^

Midvale and Bethlehem refused to become involved. 
Towne, reluctant and fearful, consented to testify. It was 
a bitter experience, but the committee did not deem it advis
able to take any legislative action at that time. It failed
to find grounds in the representations made by the opponents
of the system on which it could base condemnation or criti
cism.

The fact that the House of Representatives? 
special committee found there was nothing in the 
situation that warranted legislation directed 
against the Taylor System did not deter its
enemies from going right ahead to procure such
legislation. When they were unsuccessful with 
bills, they attempted to attach riders-to appro
priation bills and finally succeeded.

The committee8s investigation brought at least one 
exceptional result: Frederick Taylor was given the

15. Copley, op. cit., II, pp. 345-52.
16. Ibid.
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opportunity to explain the philosophy of scientifie manage
ment far better than he ever did in writing= His testimony 
brilliantly evalmated and summarized his own work thuslyi

It will doubtless be elaimed that in all that 
has been said no new fact has been brought to 
light that was not known to someone in the past„
Yery likely this is true« Scientific management 
does not necessarily involve any great invention, 
nor the discovery of new or startling facts„ It 
doess however,.involve a certain combination of 
elements which have not existed in the past, 
namely, old knowledge collected, analyzed, grouped, 
and classified into laws and rules that it con
stitutes a sciencei accompanied by a complete 
change in the mental attitude of the working men 
as well as those on the side of management, toward 
each other and toward their respective duties and 
responsibilities„ Also, a new division of the 
duties between the two sides and intimate, friendly 
cooperation to an extent that is impossible under 
the philosophy of the old management„

Look at Taylor8 s contributions as separated from those 
of the ^movement „st The results that Frederick Taylor effected 
were basically technological improvements at the shop levelj 
his thinking was engineering-oriented. Thought was focused 
on discovering the B©me best way" for eliminating waste and 
inefficiency through what was called science. Perhaps, how
ever, he had a false conception of the meaning of the word, 
for he tended to overuse it and confuse it with the term 
method„ (See the first of the "new functions of managers" 
below6) Yet, he was unwilling to accept the term scientific 
management as an accurate description of his work, preferring

17» Taylor, Scientific Management, pp. 139-40.



instead the phrase task management.
, Taylor8 s work increased the responsibilities of 

management, particularly if you accept foremen as part of 
the management team. In addition to advocating the mental 
revolution for all members of the enterprise, Taylor pro
posed a method for accomplishing this revolution in his 
statement of these new activities or functions for managers

First o They develop a science for each element 
of a man8 s work, which replaces the old rule-of- 
thumb method 0

Secondo They scientifically select and then 
train, teach, and develop the workman; whereas in 
the past he chose his own work and trained himself 
as best he could„

Thirdo They heartily cooperate with the men so 
as to insure all of the work being dome in accord
ance with the principles of the science which has 
been developed.

Fourth, There is an almost equal division of 
the work and the responsibility between the manage
ment and the workmen. The management take over all 
work for which they are better fitted than the work
men, while in the past almost all of the work and 
the greater part of the responsibility were thrown 
upon the men,1®

These new functions also provided the answer to a question
that probably motivated all of his work*-what constitutes
am honest day8s work?

It is interesting to study Taylor8 s development 
as, in the course of a long and productive life, 
both as a practitioner and engineer in and as a 
writer on the work of Managing, his attention and 
emphasis shifted from the exploration of discrete 
facets of industrial processes to a search for 
underlying principles which governed the operation

18, Taylor, Principles of Scientific Management, 
pp. 36-8, .
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of those processes» It is, la a sense, the condensed pattern of the development of a real manage
ment science.

It is mot intended that the comtribmtiems of Taylor 
be either over- or mmder-stated. He is certainly respon
sible for upsetting some traditional concepts of management. 
However, Frederick W. Taylor was no god; scientific manage
ment did not spring full-grown from his mind. As a matter 
of fact, perhaps the history of management theory might 
have been altered, and perhaps "principles" of management 
might have been advanced much earlier had not the work of 
a Frenchman named Henri Fayol been buried beneath the adula
tion showered upon Taylor and his followers.

2. Henri Fayol (1841-1925)
Both Taylor and Fayol were concerned with the appli

cation of scientific method to management problems. But 
the differences in their backgrounds led them to work that 
was essentially complementary. Fayol was investigating 
the application of correct principles to the executive level 
of the enterprise.

Henri Fayol graduated from the national School of 
Mines at St. Etienne. The nineteen-year old mining engineer 
was appointed to the Coramemtry group of pits of the Oommemtry-

19o Harold F. Smiddy and Lionel Naum, "Evolution 
of a $Science of Managing8 in America," in Shull, op. Git.., 
P . 15 O -
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FomreMmbamlt Company5 and he never left Its employ through
out M s  entire career*

Until l©72j, Fayol was a subordinate at the Commentry 
pitSo Els primary interest was in the elimination of the 
fire hazards of eoal mining* Then, upon his appointment as 
Director of a group of pits, he turned his attention to the 
geological problem of the area and to the factors that would 
determine the life of the pits under M s  responsibility0 
"These studies led to M s  famous geological monograph on 
the Commemtry coal measure embodying his theory of deltas 
which appeared in three volumes between 1886 and l893o“

From 1888 to 1918 he was Managing Director of a com
bine that underwent an almost miraculous transformation*
When Fayol became the chief executive of the Commentry- 
Fourehambault Company, it was beginning a downhill slide 
into financial destruction* The company had paid no divi
dends since 1885=

From the day he took charge the tide turned*
I * * It needed all the skill of the engineers Fayol 
had trained at Commentry and all his own scientific 
genius and practical sense to wring success from 
such an uncompromising situation, but it was done* 
"Comambawlt” went on growing* * * * When Fayol 
retired at the age of seventy-seven its financial 
position was unassailable and its staff of exceptional quality*21

20* L* Wrwick, "Foreward" to Henri Fayol, General 
and Industrial Management, trans *,Constance Storrs (London: 
■Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd*, 1949,)#. PP» vi - viii*

21Z IbidZ ■.



After M s  retirememt^ Fayel eontinned t© be active* 
le attempted t© popularize the frmit of thirty years ©f 
practical success as a manager* Firsts he founded a Centre 
©f Administrative Studies which* for several years* devel
oped an outstanding and authoritative literature from its 
weekly meetings * These meetings were attended by eminent 
practitioners from the varied professions— writers* philoso
phers * engineers* soldiers* and industrialists»

Second* Fay©! attempted to persuade government to 
heed principles of administration* In 1921 he published 
the pamphlet "la Reforme Administrative des Postes et Tele
graphs s" as the result ©f an investigation conducted at the 
invitation of M* Deschamps* Wnder-Seeretary of State in the 
Posts and Telegraphs* In the same year he contributed an 
article entitled "The Stateljs Administrative Ineptitude" to 
the Revue politique et parlementaire* "During the 1924 
Assembly at the League of Nations he accepted an invitation 
to address the International Federation of Universities at 
©eneva on the importance of the doctrine of administration 
as a contribution to peace* At. the time of his death he' 
was engaged in investigating the organization of the.French 
tobacco industry— a government monopoly*"^

As a technical man he achieved national dis
tinction for his work in mining engineering* As

22* Ibid* * pp0 viii-ix*
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a geologist Me propounded a completely new theory 
of the coal-'bearing strata and supported it with 

... a detailed study of the Oommentry district, almost 
unique as a piece of geological research. As a 
scientist turned industrial leader his success in 
both fields was phenomenal„ The days of his own 
detailed research were over but he applied the 
scientific approach to problems in every direc
tion and encouraged those associated with him to 
do likewise„ . . . Finally, as a philosopher of 
administration and as a statesman he left a mark 
on the thinking of his own and of many other European 
countries, not less than thg mark of Frederick Winslow Taylor in the U.SoAo ^

What was so unusual about Fayol that warrants this 
interest? Bis thoughts on management theory and practice fit 
amazingly well into the current mold of thinking. Many of 
the "new11 principles presented in textbooks since the end 
of World War II and the consequent increase in business 
college enrollments are nothing more than restatements of 
Fayol, 11 the practical man of business reflecting on his long 
managerial career and setting down the principles he had ob
served and practiced,51 ̂

Fayol had intended that his book, General and Indus
trial Management, which was first published as an article 
in the Bulletin of the Societe de I®Industrie Minerals, 
should encompass all his experience. The book contains 
only the first two parts of the work Fayol had meant to 
write. The third and fourth parts, which were to contain

23o Ibid,, p, iXo
24, Koontz and 0®Donnell, op, cit,, pp, 24-5,
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the practical application ©f his principles* were neverx
completedo

Part I deals with the "necessity and Possibility
of Teaching Management0M Fayol defined management by saying
that all activities involved in industrial enterprises can
be divided into the following six groups:

10 Technical activities
(production* manufacture* adaptation)

2o Commercial activities
(buying* selling and exchange)

3„ Financial.activities
. (search for and optimum use of capital)

4* Security activities
(protection of property and persons)

5» Accounting activities
(stocktaking* balance sheet* costs* 
statistics)6o Managerial activities
(planning* organization* command* coordination* control)»25

These essential activities or functions are always present* 
and it is the job of management to secure their smooth work
ing in order to accomplish the objective of the enterprise« 

Management is essential to everyone in some degree* 
he said,, In the enterprise* managerial ability is most 
important to higher management and technical, ability is most 
important to the lower grades 0 However* management can and 
must be taught at all levels of education0 But there is 
one important flaw that must be remedied before instruction 
can take place— the absence of a generally accepted theory

25» Fayol* op0 oit,* p. 3.



of management 6 he stated# is easily corrected.
The slightest comment appropriately made is of 

valme# and since there is no limit to the possible 
number of commentators it is to be hoped that once 
the stream has started to flow it will not be 
stemmed. It is a case of setting it going# start
ing general discussion— that is what I am trying
to do by publishing this survey» and I hope that
a theory will emanate from it.^®

The second part of the book is devoted to a discus
sion of general principles of management# the qualities of
the manager# and elements or functions of the manager. These
topics are discussed from the point of view of the whole 
enterprise# not one of its parts. These concepts underpin 
executive development in the United States today.

Fayol always maintained that his amazing prac
tical success was due# mot primarily to personal 
qualities (though it is clear from the testimony 
of his contemporaries and the high honour in which 
he was held that he possessed these in abundance)# 
but to the application of certain simple procedures 
which could be taught and learned. These const!- - 
tuted his Theory of Administration.11 This isola
tion and analysis of administration as a separate 
function was his unique and original addition to 
the body of management theory. It paved the way 
for the evolution of the whole modern approach to 
problems of higher management by way of functional 
analysis. It exercised and still continues to
exercise a profound influence on all efforts to.
clarify and to organize thinking as to the qual
ities required for# the nature of# and the correct 
analysis of "top management.“ It was and is sup
ported and sustained by the great prestige both 
of his scientific work and of his achievements as 
a practical administrator.^'

26. Ibid.# p. 16.
- 27  ̂ L. Urwick (ed.)# op. cit.# pp. 21-3*
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In the preceding discussions of both Taylor and 

Fayolj, the application of scientific method to problems 
of management has appeared more than once* Exposition of 
this concept called scientific management will serve to com
plete the cycle of the evolution of modern management, and 
it will also provide an excellent foundation for the future 
discussion of management as an art or science»

3® Scientific Management^®
It was the contention of Taylor, Silbreth, and 

Gantt, as well as other pioneers in the field of 
management, that there are natural laws which 
govern industry and the relations between worker 
and managemento The conflict between the two and 
the drive to form, labor unions were believed to be 
due to the fact that the laws were established and 
formulated, they would be mo more a subject of 
controversy than is the strength of a piece of 
steel or the weight of the roof of a building»
Taylor, ©ilbreth, and Gantt believed the discovery of the laws would lead to harmony in industryo2^

. The ^natural*’ laws of management that Taylor and the 
others were seeking would have three characteristics: uni
versal applicability, resistance to change, and necessary 
presence for the highest success 0 These natural laws have 
never been formulated0 However, the application of sound 
logic to business problems was the essence of what was to 
embody the laws— scientific management»

28<, See Appendix A for definitive statements on 
scientific management„

29» Richard Owens, Management of Industrial.
Enterprises (Chicago: Richard D0 Irwin, Inc., 1949)* p. 32*
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Scientific management was supposed t© solve the 

problem of managing both worker and work. It was msed pri
marily to obtain increases in omtpmt and decreases in cost* 
Ideally5 it was smpposed to reduce unemployment, bring about 
higher wages, and effect everlasting industrial peace„ It 
was also theoretically based upon natural laws that have as 
yet remained undiscovered! so it ideally failed in reducing 
unemployment, increasing wages, and effecting an everlast
ing industrial peace»

Improvement, it was stated, was the spirit behind 
scientific management 0

It seems to become more and more evident that 
with or without its laws, and no matter what the 
method of application, there is an underlying some
thing above and beyond laws, principles, or methods, 
which can be described only as the spirit of scien
tific management i If in the application of scien
tific management, the belief is inculcated that
improvement is possible, it would seem as if 98$ of scientific management had been appliedc30

Hot only was improvement the spirit, but mathematic
ally positive results were the aim of scientific management»31

fhfortun^tely, the scientific management movement
was invaded by charlatans and amateurs who were looking for

\a way to Mget rich quick*” “The value of the movement was

30. Carle M. Bigelow, Transactions, American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1926, p. 422. Quoted in 
L. P. Alford, Laws of Management Applied to Manufacturing 
(New York: The Ronald Press Co .,Tl52577 PP° 256=7* ”

31o Thompson, op. c i t p .  13.
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magnified beyond all reason* and the public were led to 
believe that seme wonderful new and potent instrument 
o o o had been discovered»,!3^

The essence of scientific management— application 
of scientific method to management problems— is most accept
able todayo Management is now truly a science--or at least 
so many people claim But what of the flaws in scientific 
management? Were there any disbelievers in the new science? 
Before deciding whether management is a science or an art* 
please give the critics and dissenters a moment of unequal 
time o

The criticisms of scientific management can be sum
marized as followsi

1* It is autocratic* imposed from the one side 
of management to extract Ha greater output 
from the human unit at a cost to that human 
unit which is greater than the extra reward„n3d

2. Because work is analyzed into its simplest constituent motions does not mean that in 
organizing it we must assign it as a series 
of individual motions* if possible to be 
carried out by individual workers, "To take 
apart and to put together are two different 
things o To confuse the two is grossly 
unscientific,"3"

32o A, Hamilton Church* The Science and Practice 
of Management (lew York: The Engineering Magazine Co.*m.8)* pprTv-v.

33o John Lee, Management: A Study of Industrial
Crganiz at ion (-London s Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons * Ltd. *

3% * Peter F» Brucker* The Practice of Management
(Hew York: Harper and Brothers7~T9WJ7=W 7  HF2-7-
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The separation of planning and doing is a 
good example of this. Because in analysis 
of work planning is separated from doing, 
the planner and the doer are separate indi
viduals in practice.

3.. It is not always true that objective study 
is the best way to discover the Hone best 
way11 of doing a particular task.® As in so 
many other things the expert, when he is 
expert, evolves his own rules and becomes 
independent of the processes through which

for maximum output but only by seriously im
pairing output in the worker?s next job."3t>

5. It creates a new gap between the worker and 
the machine; the worker must learn to be 
mathematically precise in the use of the 
machine. Every motion, "scientifically® 
determined, must be a matter of precise tim
ing and placement.

6. It is doubtful that scientific management 
can overcome general resistance to change. 
Long traditions must be weighed with over
night changes.

7. It "pays far too little attention to.
theiart of work. The instinct of a worker 
gives him a lack of respect for the mere 
product."37

Under the guidance of L. P. Alford, a survey was
conducted by the A.S.M.l. between 1912 and 1932 to determine 
the definition of scientific management, the new element in

Tis expertness

4= "It knows how to organize the present job

35o Lee, loo, cit.
36. Druoker, loc. cit
37. Lee, loc. cit.
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the art of management, The traditionalist viewpoint was 
that of dissent. A respondent held:

I am not aware that a new element in the art 
of management has heem discovered. . . . There 
have been no new discoveries in scientific manage
ment of industrial institutions. Commom-semse 
men have used oommom-sense methods always. The 
term 11 scientific management” is a eatch-word 
which assumes that industrial institutions have 
not been scientifically managed--which is not the 
ease. By experience and the experience of my - 
friends has been that there has been no new ele
ment injected into the art of management.

In the writer?s opinion there is very little 
that is new about it (the art of management)„
There is hardly any part of it that has not been 
practiced by managers for the past 100 years.
The trouble is there are not enough managers 
with sufficient Initiative to set the system 

• moving properly. » . . the problem presented is 
not.the adoption of something entirely new; but 
rather the extension of something which we have 
already tried.3©

38. Baum and Smiddy in Shull, op, city, pp. 20-1



CHAPTER II

ARTS AID SCIENCES

Science is as © M  as histony itself^ and has 
grown to he a great and many-sided thing0 Bat I 
he11eve it has fallen to America to develop the 
highest science of all, I mean the science that •
takes all the other sciences and-pats them to prac
tical use for the benefit of men— -the benefit of 
every man, I mean the science of management»1

The preceding chapter concluded with the testimony 
of a dissenter5 an unbeliever, a man who says that management 
is an art, not a science. The opening remarks in this chap
ter constitute a reply from a supporter of the belief that 
management can and might now be a science. This is an im
portant point to settle, if possible, at this point.

However, before getting involved in a discussion of 
arts and sciences, let us look at the confusion in the seman
tics of management, the term. Management has been used 
synonymously with organization and administration'» Moreover, 
there is systematic management, conventional management, 
scientific management, administrative management, and oper
ative management. Management is organic5 it is a function.

1, From an address before the Illinois Manufac
turers?1 Association, December 9, 1925, by James J, Davis, 
Secretary], United States, Department of Labor„ Quoted in 
Alford, op, cit,, p, 254,
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a process# a group of individuals, a teeMique, leadership, 
a discipline, a force, an agency, a method, an activity, a 
capacity, and a universal„

If it were possible to physically sift the equal
ities out of the words management, organization, and adminis
tration, the term organization would appear as a separate 
entity. Despite the fact that it is infrequently used as a 
synonym for the two remaining concepts, careful semantic in
terpretation will eliminate it completely from the stigma of 
Mguilt by a s s o c i a t i o n B y  definition, organization can now 
be dropped from further consideration„ (See Appendix B.)

With the elimination of organization, another area 
of confusion cam be destroyed— the adjectives that have been 
used to describe management„ Systematic, scientific, and 
conventional management are terms created for the convenience 
of the person who uses them. Usually, they have been created 
by an author who has found a special-purpose use for them. 
Essentially, one equality remains pertinent to all three: 
the existence in all cases of the undefined term management. 
These adjectives only temporarily alter the manner in which 
management is accomplished; they do not change the meaning 
of the term.

In texts previous to 1948, there seemed to be a 
strong group who believed that there were two distinct 
classes of management activity: administrative (determin
ative, or planning) management and operative (executive, or



doing) management. (See Appendix D.) Although there are
still one or two who defend this elassifioatien, a stronger
and louder group have come to regard the differentiation as
false and inaccurate,. It can be seen (in Appendix E) that
management and administration are synonymous„

Almost a full circle has been traveled. Management
now stands alone5 but it still remains unidentified. For
this study only* management is defined as follows:

Management is that body of knowledge* accumu
lated* classified* and accepted to date* with due 
allowance for its limitations* that pertains to 
the most effective performance of those functions 
universally identified and accepted as being ex
clusively managerial in nature.

The latter part of this statement will be discussed in the 
last chapter. At present* concern should be directed espe
cially at the phrase "body of knowledge,"

What is science? "Science is a body of knowledge.
accumulated and accepted with reference to the understanding

2or the discovery of general truths,M "By etymology the term 
science is generally applied to any discipline of knowledge 
or body of systematic principles and more especially to dis
ciplines whose principles are universally accepted or have 
reached the greatest perfection, , , ,"3 "Science may be

§. Terry* op, cit,* p, 21,
3« Benjamin Ginzburg* "Science*" Encyclopedia of 

the Social Sciences* XIII (Mew York: Macmillan Co„ * IŜ B")*
p. 597°
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defined as a far flmmg system of knowledge couched, in terms 
which allow it to serve as a theoretical basis for practical 
technique * “In the broad sense5 science includes all 
knowledge that has been carefully accumulated under con
trolled conditions of experimentation and observation, that 
has been accurately classified and codified, and from which 
conclusions and fundamental laws have been derived0 Careful 
definition of terminology is a characteristic of science. 
“Science, in addition to being a body of knowledge and a 
methodology, is also a discipline„ Science as a discipline 
is probably only a corollary to scientific methodology*"^
It has been said that the unity of all science is in its 
method.

Management, as a body of knowledge, is obviously a 
social science (if it is a science at all). In the narrower 
sense, layek says that the social sciences are “concerned 
with man8 s conscious or reflected action, actions where a 
person can be said to choose between various courses open to 
him. . . .“7 The social sciences are subjective in nature;

4. Ibid.
5. William B« Spriegel and Ernest G. Davies, Prin

ciples of Business Organization (New Yorks Prentice-HaTTJ

6. Ibid.
7. Ibid., p. 28.



that.is, ®the facts of the social sciences are merely
oopinions, views held hy the people whose actions we stmdy*"

As it was defined above management is a science„ 
However, the acceptance of the knowledge of management science 
is open to question0 Certain principles are universally ac= . 
cepted-=for example, unity of command, span of control and 
the “exception principle«11 Is that enough? How large should 
the body of knowledge be?

Reginald Qillmor says this about management, or its 
synonym administrations “Administration is at present a 
very approximate art„ It has no laws which have been veri
fied by exact observation* The principles, or more cor
rectly precepts, which have been evolved by students of the 
subject are not generally known to the great majority of 
administrators0“^

There is a fund of knowledge that exists in the field 
of managemento This knowledge is neither as accurate nor as 
comprehensive as that of the physical sciences, Terry says, 
becausej

(l) the scientific study of management is 
relatively youngj

8, Fo A, Hayek, The Counter-Revolution of Science 
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free.Press, 1952j, p7”2BT

9= Reginald E0. ©illmor, “The Ultimate- Science, “ 
Advanced Management, XII (June, 194-7), PP* 53-5° Quoted in Lepawsky, op* cit*, pp* 626-7*



(2) monseientiflc- approaches, such as rmle-of- 
thmab methods and guesses, can be used in 
managerial work with various degrees of success;

(3) there is difficulty of doing controlled 
experiments in the.field of management; and

(4) the human element is an extremely important 
component of managemento10

The problem of determining whether management is a 
science or an art has, at this time, been attacked on the 
basis of management as a discipline„ Others have contrasted 
the discipline with the practice and, with that reasoning, 
have concluded that the practice of management, like that of 
medicine, is an art; therefore, the discipline should be a 
science, Continually comparing management with medicine or 
law, these same people have tried to enforce their claims 
of science by making management a profession. Perhaps the 
greatest fallacy in all of this is the failure to assign to 
the term one and only one meaning. If one meaning were 
assigned, then a more logical investigation could be eon- / 
ducted,

It,can be stated that management, as defined here, is 
a science. Until more specific studies are made of the gen
eral acceptance of knowledge, there is little that can be 
said to refute this. The fact that there is confusion as to 
the definition of management is no more a refutation of 
management as a science than is confusion in the definition



©f medicine a denial ©f the existence ©£ a science ©f medi
cine o



CHAPTER III

THE MANAGER AID HIS FUNCTIONS

11 fManager? is a title of dignity; it is highly
useful at a proper stage of delegation; it should
not be demeaned by applying it to every person who
has a telephone and a seeretary»'t-L

In the previous chapter a distinct and important 
component of the definition of management was left for later 
discussion* That part, the universal identification and 
acceptance of exclusively managerial functions, is the ob
ject of this entire treatise, but is specifically the subject 
of this particular chapter*

Functional definition of 11 the manager11 is certainly 
no new and revolutionary approach* However, despite the 
disagreement in results of previous functional definitions, 
a general pattern has tended to emerge * This pattern has 
evolved slowly, paralleling the growing interest in what has 
been previously defined as management *

A few minor discrepancies should be corrected before 
continuing any further * First on the list is the fact that 
although managers Mmay, at their discretion or whim, engage 
in nonmanagerial activities, those who are not managers never

1* Alvin Brown, Organization: A Formulation of
e (New York: Hibbert Printing Co*7~1945 j, p*



undertake „ » „̂ Tanageria3/7 functions o'1 ̂ This should elim
inate controversy ever whether supervision is or is not part 
of the manager group.

°A function is the natural or characteristic action 
of a thing. Applied to management, the term-1 functions8 
means the activities which managers undertake as managers.

Once the functions of management are agreed 
upon, the incumbents and candidates for managerial 
positions can easily be tested on the quality and 

■ extent of their performance. There is no ques
tion here that those who adequately fulfill the 
standard functions are members of the management 
group.4

Functional definition is no panacea for problems of managerial 
selection. But universally accepted functional definition is 
the key to recognition thats

(1) "anything significant that is said about 
one manager applies to all managers."-’

(2) ". » . managerial knowledge and experience 
are transferable from department to de
partment and from enterprise to enter
prise."®

Another approach to the study of the manager is the

2. Koontz and 0fDonnell, op. olt., p. 35*
3o Ibid., p.. 42.
4.- Heinz Hartmann, Authority and Organizations in 

German Management (Princeton, M.J.j Princeton University 
Press, 1 9 5 PP° 47-8.

5. Koontz and 08Donnell, op. c i t pp. 42-3.
6. Ibid.
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attempted identification of the personal traits of individ
uals that are managers „ TMs line of investigation has 
proved to he ineffectual because the characteristics have 
not been well defined or clearly understood. Moreover, the 
traits thought to characterize managers are also frequently 
found in non-managers. "Finally, the trend of current 
studies shows that particular traits vary in their effec
tiveness according to specific situations in which they may
be employed."7

One more approach to the definition of the manager 
has been the determination of his position in the organiza
tion structure, that is, whether he is one who is the actor 
(manager) or the one who is being acted upon (managed). 
Unfortunately, unless the manager is president or in the 
similarly unique position of having no superior in the organ
ization, then he, too, is managed to some extent» This 
approach is also an improper choice for this study.

The specialized services that a manager performs can 
best be described, as we have seen, with the functional 
approach. "Managers always stand in a relationship of formal 
authority over subordinates who, in turn, are responsible to 
their superior. Managers use formal authority in order to ' 
execute the functions of managers— . . . Authority is

7° McFarland, qjq. cit.. p. 53°
8. Tannenbaum, op, cit., pp. 240-1.



the right t© give orders and the power to exact o b e d i e n c e ,11 ̂  

These statements must he accepted before carrying this dis
cussion any further. Most of the remainder of what will 
be said here is based upon the acceptance of the above 
statements,:

Let us now tentatively describe the manager. The 
manager is one who stands in a relationship of formal auth
ority both over his subordinates and to his superior, and 
who contributes specialized services to the unit which he 
leads through the performance of certain exclusively man
agerial functions, flIt is not always possible in practice 
to slice all managerial activities neatly into, , , cate
gories, since the functions of managers tend to coalesce;
however, this, * . is a helpful and essential tool for

"10analysis of functions „1S
Examine, if you will, the tabular presentation of 

the functions of the manager in Appendix F, As has already 
been stated, a pattern emerges quite clearly; certain func
tions are quite generally accepted, and, it is easy to recog
nize those terms that overlap and are almost synonymous, The 
remarkable result of this presentation is the support of 
functions that were identified over fifty years ago. So

9, Fayol, op, cit,, p, 21,
10, Koontz and 08Donnell, op, cit,, p, 35.
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many authors admit to “basing their functions on those named 
by Henri Payol, and there is indication beyond doubt that 
many more have adopted these same functions. Therefores 
it is proposed here that those elements or functions of 
management stated by Henri Fayol be universally accepted.

The first element is planning, or looking ahead,
"The nature of planning changes as we go down 

toward the level of minor operative management„
Its scope, extent, and importance tend to decrease 
as we approach the point of execution of the plan.
Some responsibility for, , , planning always at
taches to any executive position, regardless of 
how minor it may be,"-1-1

"It is, in effect, in order to carry out his 
managerial function that the manager takes the - 
initiative for the plan of action, that he indi
cates its objective and scope, fixes the-share of 
each department in the communal task, co-ordi
nates the parts and harmonizes the whole; that 
he decides, in fine, the line of conduct to be 
followed,"12

Planning involves the forecasting of budgets (here 
it crosses the line of another function, control), provision 
for growth and research, timing, scheduling; in summary, it 
is the determination, in outline form,of the activities 
that must be accomplished and the methods for accomplish
ing them.

The second function is organizing, To organize is 
to assemble resources, both material and human. The assembly

11, Davis, op, eft,, pp. 51-2.
12. Fayol, op, cit,,-p» 43.
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of material resources would involve the specifics of 
Church! particularly the organic functions of Design and 
Equipment (the origination and provision of physical facil
ities). The assembly of human resources involves the elec
tion and training of personnel. Once again the functions 
coalesce, for planning must be an integral part of organ
izing.

In addition to the assembly of resources, organizing 
includes the identification and grouping of work, and the 
definition and delegation of responsibility and authority. 
Control is another function that is part of organizing. In 
that these established groupings of work.and delegations 
of authority and responsibility should be appraised to 
determine whether they are accomplishing their objectives.

Koontz and O’Donnell state that the implications of 
this concept of organization are that:

1. M. . . the one man business cannot possibly 
be organized. . . .  An organized enterprise 
requires at least two managers on the same 
level or in a superior-subordinate relation
ship ." 13

2. . . all managers, when they decide to
organize an enterprise or a department of any 
undertaking, proceed in the same way."^

Command, or Direction, is the third element of the 
what the manager does. This involves two Taylorian proposi
tions :

13. Koontz and O’Donnell, op. cit., pp. 36-7.
14. Ibid.
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"Firsto Holding a plumb for them to climb 

after.
Second. Cracking the whip over them, with 

an occasional touch of the lash,"^5
In much less picturesque terminology, Tannenbaum says:

"Direction involves the devising of the purpose 
of action and the methods or procedures to be fol
lowed in achieving them."I©

Command is action and it requires that the manager 
"get the optimum return from all employees of his suit in 
the interest of the whole concern.1 1 It is overlapped by 
organization! effective organizing makes for effective 
command. It is also concerned with co-ordination, as are 
the previously named functions.

Here, a departure from the elements of Fayol is 
necessary. The fourth element that the far-sighted French
man cited was co-ordination.

To co-ordinate is to harmonize all the ac
tivities of a concern so as to facilitate its 
working, and its success. It is giving to the 
material and social, functional, organic whole 
such proportions as are suitable to enable it to 
play its part assuredly and economically. It is 
to bear in mind any activity whatsoever, technical, 
commercial, financial or other, the obligations 
and consequences such action involves for all 
the functions of the business. It is to keep 
expenditure proportionate to financial resources, 
equipment and tools to production needs, stocks 
to rate of consumption, shies to production. It

15. Copley, op. cit., I, pp. 321-2.
16. Tannenbaum, op. cit., pp. 236-7,
17. Fayol, op. cit., p. 97«
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is to Wild the house neither too small nor too 
big, adapt the tool to its use, the road to the 
vehicle, the safety precautions to the risks. It 
is to relegate the secondary to second place after 
the principal. It is, in a word, to accord things 
and actions their rightful proportions, and to 
adapt means to ends.

Co-ordination is too much a part of the other functions and 
not distinct enough of itself to be called the fourth func
tion of the manager. Here the knife would be slicing too 
thin, perhaps the very air itself. There is little upon 
which to base a separate classification of the term co
ordination. Therefore, it has been by-passed.

The final element, control, resembles the situation 
of co-ordination in that it is part of each of the preceding 
functions. However, there are many facets of this element 
that commend it for a distinct classification. Lever 
Brothers defines control as: "the measuring of performance
against predetermined objectives, including the gathering 
and analysis of relevant facts and adjustment of plans as 
r e q u i r e d . "3-$ 11 in an undertaking, control consists in
verifying whether everything occurs in conformity with the 
plan adopted, the instructions issued and principles estab
lished. It has for /Tts/ object to point out weaknesses 
and errors in order to rectify them and prevent recurrence.

18. Ibid., p. 103.
19. Allen, op. cit., pp. 17-18.



pf)It operates on everything„ things,, people,, actions."
“The control function includes those activities which are 
designed to compel events to conform to plans. It is thus
the measurement and correction of activities of subordin-

PIates to assure the accomplishment of plans." ~
Control can involve all six of Fayoi1s basic 

activities: technical, commercial, financial, security,
accounting, and managerial. Yet, it is exclusively a man
agerial function, inextricably interwoven with the other 
managerial elements.

Whether these four functions— planning, organizing, 
commanding (directing), and controlling--are universally 
accepted is open to great controversy, which can be settled 
by defining the word "universal." Since such a definition
is not within the scope of the present study, let us con
tinue . What can be noted at this time is the general 
acceptance of these terms as functions by at least a major
ity of over 62 authors.

A more important conclusion can be stated here. It 
is possible to define the manager.in terms of four func-

pptions. To paraphrase Tannenbaum:
An individual is not a_ manager, does not man

age, unless he has and uses formal authority' ho

20. Fayol, op. cit., p. 107»
21. Koontz and .0?Donnell, ojc. cit ., pp. 37-8.
22. Tannenbaum, op-, cit., p. 237«



 ^ organize ̂ direct^
subordinates, Unless

not
or control responsible

Before stating the eonelusions, a short thought
should serve as a comment to all who would venture on a path
similar to this ©net

111 Saw a Han Pursuing the Horizon”2^
I saw a man pursuing the horizon;
Round and round they sped„
I was disturbed at thisj 
I accosted the man,
’’It is f u t i l e s a i d ,
"You can never— 11 
"You lie," he cried.
And ran on.

23, Stephan Crane, "I Saw A Man Pursuing the Hori
zon," in Oscar Williams (ed„), The Hew Pocket Anthology of 
American Verse (lew York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1955^  p,“Tl7 =



CONCLUSIONS

Assuming that management is a social science 
and that the term "manager" can be submitted to 
definition, then it should be possible to assign 
to the term a body of universal functions»

The hypothesis has been restated so that it can now
be evaluated in terms of a completed study= The assumption
that management is a social science has been proved a false
one, and therefore the hypothesis must be rejected* Although
a trend of most commonly used terminology has emerged, the
lack of agreement on their definition still remains*

If there is a sufficient body of knowledge that is
accepted by the teachers and practitioners of management,
then management is a social science* However, since there is
as yet no agreement as to the functions of the manager (the
nature of management), and until it is consciously accepted
as a discipline, there can be no science of management * This
conscious acceptance has taken place in some institutions of
higher learning (see Appendix E), but so many other sources
still regard it as a group of people or a process or function
that it cannot realistically be considered a science*

It was found that four functions could be most typical
of the job of the manager— planning, organizing, commanding
(directing), and controlling* It is questionable whether or
not these are-universally accepted functions, for they were
used only by a majority of over 60 authors» Determination
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of the degree of acceptance of selected functions of the 
manager is an area for further research.

The manager contributes specialized services to the 
enterprise. The conclusion of this study is that the best 
approach to the determination of these specialized services 
is, as was stated in the Preface, the functional approach. 
This is the approach that was used, and four functions .were 
found to be most typical. This is not a complete answer =
The original problem-— lack of agreement— has not been solved. 
Perhaps some direction will be given to further investiga
tions in the field, and with the inevitable definition and 
standardization of terminology will come additional inquiries 
into the validity of principles of management, the personal 
qualities of the manager, and the specific training necessary 
to develop future managers and teachers of management.



APPENDIX A

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT - DEFINITIVE STATEMENTS

Lawrence A.0 Appley, Management and the American 
Future  ̂ General Management Series,, No. 159, American Manage
ment Association, 1954, p, 6» .

11 „ * o . the application of scientific method 
to operating problems. * . . is commonly identified 
as scientific management. Scientific management is 
a conscious, organized, human approach to management 
responsibilities."

A. E. Benn, The Management Dictionary (lew York: 
Exposition Press, 195’2°T, p. 205.

"management, scientific
1. The philosophy, methods and principles of effi

cient management. 2. Those job techniques designed
to cut costs and improve efficiency. 3» The func
tion of defining and developing decisions to secure 
the best utilization of human and material energy; a 
mental attitude toward achievement through the use• - 
of systematic techniques for discovering and estab
lishing objectives, plans, methods, standards, 
schedules, and controls for an enterprise.

Frank B. and Lillian M. Gllbreth, "What Scientific 
Management Means to America?s Industrial Position," Annals 
of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, 
LXI“TT915), 208‘“15„ Quoted in Richard N. Owens,"Management 
of Industrial Enterprises (Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
IF4F), P. 155.

Scientific management is based upon actual 
measurement. . . . Its fundamental principles have 
the exactness of scientific laws which are open to 
every one. . „ . It applies to all fields of activity, 
mental and physical. Its laws are universal, and, 
to be of use in any particular field, require only 
to be translated into the vocabulary of the trained
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and progressive workers in that field, »
Its fundamental aim is the elimination of waste, 
the attainment of worthwhile desired results 
with the least measure of time and effort 0 =, « , 
Its primary aim is conservation and savings, 
making am adequate, use of energy of any type 
that is expended„

Henry Le Gantt, Industrial Leadership (lew Havens 
Yale University Press, 19lb), p® 72™ Quoted in Owens, 
opo cito, pp. 32-3=

It is the substitution of the scientific method 
of determining what can be done as a basis of 
action instead of records of what had been done 
or opinion of what can be done, that marks the 
new industrial spirit.

William B. Spriegel and Ernest C. Davies, Principles
of Business Organization (lew York: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
TW4bJ,pp. 74-b=

Scientific management is that body of accumu
lated knowledge concerning the combining of the 
factors of production in such a manner as to 
achieve the objectives of the enterprise. Scien
tific management is the process of combining 
capital, land, and manpower insuch a manner as 
to maximize the output with due regard for the 
interests of the owners of the enterprise, the 
consumers, the public, and the workers. . . .
Scientific management, viewed as a process or a 
method, is concerned primarily with the discovery 
of causal relationships between the efforts ex
pended for a given objective and the results of 
those efforts, with special emphasis upon the 
discovery of the best method in the light of the 
available manpower, materials, and technology. .
. . To the extent that managerial effort is 
planned and careful checks are instituted to 
measure performance, all the members of the en
terprise may face the future with a fair measure 
of certainty. This type of management is scien
tific.

George R. Terry, Principles of Management (Homewood, 
Illinois: Richard.D» Irwin, Inc., 1955» P= 21.



”. * * « lt_ iŝ  management characterized and guided by the use of science and the' 'sclentific 
approacnT”



APPEMDIX 1

ORGANIZATION DEFINED

In an analysis of the characteristics common to 
most definitions of organization, it was found that a eorre 
lative definition eonId be attained» The final definition 
chosen would sufficiently differentiate organization from 
its former synonyms,administration and management„

Classes of Organization Definitions^
Definition

as s
a form of human association 3, 7s 13, 14
a structure or structural rela- 2, 4, 5s 15, 16, 19

tionship 20, 21, 24, 27
definition of structural relation- 3, 3a, 4, 5, 8, 10,

11, 17,
determination of activities,

arranging in groups to assign 
to individuals 11, 25

application of resources 9
a method of breaking down work

(dividing) 6, 16, 22,
Process of combining: 12

1» Some definitions overlap into more than one class0 
The numbers correspond with those assigned to definitions 
belowo



a 0 work with faemlties to form duties 
b0 activities
a, human and non-human objects

53
Definition

22. 26
l8aJ) 23

A Correlative Definitions
©rganization is both the structure and structural 

relationships of and in a combination of human and non-human 
objects whose purpose is to accomplish some desired object.

Definitions of Organization

lumber
1 - Louis A0 Allen, Management and Organization, (lew 
Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Co0 , Ine., 1^58), p'o 57o

tto c » the process of identifying and grouping 
the work

and _
“the purpose 6f~enabling people

in

2 - Chester ld Barnard, The Functions of the Executive, 
(Cambridge, Mass,: . Harvard. University Press,“T0“38j, pp» 73  ̂82, 94o

a_ system of consciously coordinated 
activities or forces of two or more personso"

“An organization comes into being when (l) 
there are persons able to communicate with each 
other (2) who are willing to contribute action 
(3) to.accomplish a common purpose,M

3 - Alvin Brown, Organization of Industry (lew Yorks 
Prentice-Hall, Inc,,, TB#?), pp. 10, 26%



nOrganization defines the part that each member— 
of an enterprise is expected to perform and the re
lations among those members to the end that their 
concerted endeavor shall be most effective for the 
purposes of the enterprise^® ■ " ..h

H Organization defines the responsibilities of 
Its members and' the relatlons~between them«"

3a - -■ -• - - - —  -y Organization: k Pormulatlon , of . Prin
ciple (New Yorkl Hibbert Printing Col, 1945 )<. p T~E>1

ti» . a process which, by differentiation in
individual endeavors, servesaas a means to more 
effective concerted endeavor2®

4 - William Bl Cornell,' Business Organization,, Modern 
Business Series (New Yorks Alexander Hamilton Institute,
1930), p2 62 ,

M Organization is the structure or form of an 
enterprise and the logical arrangement of all parts 
thereof in a manner suitable for use or service e - 
It further includes laying out the scope and func
tions of all parts] selecting the proper individuals 
to carry on the work and determining their duties] 
together with their relationships and contacts with 
one another]®

5 - ' "  ' ■' ■' ■";] Industrial Organization and Management
(New YorFs The Ronald Press Co», 1928“), p„ T97

(Same definition as above a)

6 - Ernest Dale, ®8ome Foundations of Organization Theory, 
California Management. Be view, II, No, 1 (Fall] 1959), p. 8lc

n] 2 o a method of breaking down bread and over
whelming tasks into manageable and pin-pointed re
sponsibilities and at the same time insuring coordina
tion of the work2®

7 - Ralph Co Davis, The Fundamentals' of Top Management
(New York: Harper and Brothers] 1951), P° l8h
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“The term 8 organization1 may refer to any group 

of Individuals that is working toward some common 
end under leadership„“

8 - • , The Principles of Factory Organization
and Management (Mew York; Harper and Brothers, 192#) p. 41.

“An organization is a group of persons co-oper
ating to a common end. In industry it refers to 
relations of one component group of the personnel 
to another with regard to the proper functioning 
of the whole in the operation of the system, When 
"certain departments are set up for the administra
tion of certain management functions and lines of - 
authority for their control are determined, organ
ization is developed,*'

9 - Henry P= Dutton, Principles of Organization (Hew York;
McGraw-Hill Book Go,, Inc., 1931jV P = 1.

“Organization is the art of applying resources 
effectively to the accomplishment of a purpose.“

10 - Clifford Mo Hicks, An Introduction to Business (Rev.
ed.j Hew York; Rinehart and Co., 1948), p„ 7&°

“The term organization is applied to the de
lineation and-He?IHrE3Jon—of relationships that 
are to exist between the various functions and 
departments of a business and between the various
persons chosen to perform the functions

11 - Dexter S. Kimball and Dexter S. Kimball, Jr., Prin
ciples of Industrial Organization (Hew York; McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., Inc., 1939h  p. 1 M 7  ~"

“It embraces the duties of designating the 
. departments and personnel that are to carry on 
the work, defining their functions and specifying 
the relations that are to exist between depart
ments and individuals,“

12 - C. E. Knoeppel, Organization and Administration,
Factory Management Course (Hew York; Industrial Extension
Institute, Inc.:, 1919), I, p. 58.
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^Bttilding the machine that will properly carry 

©mt.what should he done„"

13 - Dalton E 0 McFarland, Management Principles- and Prac
tices (Hew York: The Macmillan C o 1958), p. 151 „ ' • •

#An organization is an identifiable group of 
people contributing their efforts toward the attain
ment of goals

14 - James D0 Mooney and Alan C, Redley. The Principles 
of Organization . (Hew York % Harper and Brothers, T^H^T7~pT~l»

11 Organization is the form of every human asso
ciation for the attainment of a common purpose 6 M

15 - Richard H„ Owens, Management of IndustrlaT Enter- 
prises (Chicagog Richard D0 Irwin, Inc,,.1949j, pp. 3-40

11 It consists of a hierarchy of grades or ranks of 
executives and employees, and provides the channels 
for the flow of orders and instructions and also 
for reports of work done 011

16 - Elmore Petersen and E c ©rosvenor Plowman, Business
~“ '■■■’ Management (Chicago 1 Richard D, Irwin, Inc.,

o -  -

11 In the first place, organization may be con
ceived to consist of a framework by means of which 
the work of a business, managerial and otherwise, 
is performed, . , . Thus, organization is the 
process of specializing the work of management so 
that harmonious and efficient business activity 
may result; and it may also be thought of as the 
product of this process, that is the structure of 
personnel relationships of a business enterprise."

17 - John Mo Pfiffner and R. Vance Presthus. Public 
ministration (lew York? Ronald Press Co., 19535j. P» 5»

and.
nQrganization is the structuring of individuals 
functions into productive relationships . .A tl
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18 - Oliver Sheldon5 The Philosophy of Management (Hew 
York: Prentice-Ball, Inc., 1923;, p. 32.

nOrganization is the process of so combining the 
work"which individuals or groups have to perform 
with the faculties necessary for its execution that 
the duties, so formed, provide the best channels 
for the efficient, systematic, positive, and co-or
dinated application of the available effort."

l8a - Definition by Mr» J. No Schulze„ „ « „ August, 1919» 
Quoted in Sheldon, loc. cit.

"An organization is the combination of the 
necessary human beings, materials, tools, equip
ment, working space and appurtenances, brought 
together in systematic and effective correlation, 
to accomplish some desired object*"

19 - Herbert A. Simon, Administrative Behavior (2d* ed.j 
New York: The Macmillan Co*, 1957)^ P« xvTT ..

"The term organization refers to the complex 
pattern of communications and other relations in a 
group of human beings*"

20 - William R* Spriegel and Ernest C* Davies, Principles 
of Business Organization (New York; .Prentice-Hall, Inc*,

"* * * the structural 
various factors in an

relationship between the

21 - - in collaboration with Ernest C. Davies,
Principles of Business Organization and Operation, (3d. ed.j 
New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950), p» 451

(Same definition as above)

22 - Catheryn Seckler-Hudson (ed*), Process of Organiza
tion and Management -(-Washington, D. C*: Public Affairs 
Press, 194b), pp* #9-90*

. "TheHDasic organization problem, therefore, is 
twofold— to subdivide the total responsibilities



into logiealj separable component responsibili
ties or 8 sub-contracts? for which others may 
assume the burden and so satisfy the needs of 
delegation, decentralization and specialization—  
and at the same time to assure that these com
ponents are properly integrated, related, bal
anced and tied together in a manner which will 
facilitate effective coordination and control

23 “ Ordway Tead, The Art of Administration (lew York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Go,, Inc., 195T), p 0 101 <, ...

11 An organlzation is a combination of the 
necessary human beings, equipment, facilities 
and appurtenances, materials and tools, assembled 
in some systematic and effective coordination, 
in order to accomplish some desired and defined 
objective,11

24 - Training for Production: Industrial Leadership,
Practical.Business Administration (Chicago: American Techni
cal Society, 1940), VI, pp. 313-14.

11 An organization is built up around a body of 
common knowledge of a somewhat permanent character, 
and has a definite, common purpose which can be 
continually pursued,11

24 - Lent D. Upson, Letters on Public Administration -
from a Dean to his Graduate: ’“(’Detroit: Citizens Research
Council ofMichigan, 1954), pp. 8, 13.

“Organization involves determination of the 
fspan of control?. , . and of ?depth of command8 
under each brass hat. » . , Organization is the 
delegation of responsibility to others to further 
the accomplishment of a common purpose,

25 - Leon Urwiek, The Elements of Administration (Hew 
York: Harper and Brothers, 194377 p. 387 ™~ "  .

“, . . determining what activities are neces
sary to any purpose (or plan) and arranging them 
in groups which may be assigned to individuals.
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26 - j HExecuti¥e Decentralization with Func
tional Coordination* '*. The--Management Review* XXIV* H©« 12 
(December* 1935)# PP. '555’̂5B7 ™

nOrganizat1on is the subdivision of all the 
activities necessary to any purpose and their 
arrangement in groups* which are allotted to individuals an

27 - Percival White* Business Management (Few York: Henry
Holt and Company* 1926)* pd 62,

11 Organization relates to the arrangement of
separately functioning but mutually ’dependent 
parts."



APPENDIX €

SCIENTIFIC^ SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENTIONAL MANAGEMENT1 

Ralph Go Davis, Fundamentals ©f- Top Management', p»

ftConventional management Is characterized hy- 
trial and error in the development of organ!za- - 
tion structure and procedure^ by the use of rule- 
of-thumb policies o*1

"Scientific management attempts to apply a 
valid logic, based on a sound- philosophy,* that- 
wili facilitate effective thinking in the solu
tion of business problems.H

"Systematic management recognizes the existence 
of better methods of operating a business* As its 
name indicates, it tends to place too much reliance 
on system* It is characterized by a tendency to— 
adopt the system for handling a troublesome prob
lem that has been used successfully by some other 
company* The systematic approach tends to over
look the fact that there are significant differences 
in the problems of different concerns in the same 
field of business that must be taken into account* 
This approach usually fails to result in maximum 
economy and effectiveness for this reason*"

•; Spriegel and Davies, PrineipTes of Business Organlza- 
tioni pp* 73-5*

"Systematic management is the delight of the 
clerical-minded proeedurist and may readily be 
the promulgator of ?red tape*?"

George R* Terry] op. clt*, p* 33*
Systematic management - "This type of management

1] See also Appendix A*



relies upon systems as base guides in directing 
managerial thinking and operations, „ „ „ It is 
when the oyer-all guidance of management follows- 
the systematic approach that the managerial out
look, aggressiveness, and progress are seriously 
confined0M



APPE1DIX D

ADMINISTRATIVE^ OPERATIVEs 
AND. DETERMINATIVE MANAGEMENT

A» Hamilton Chtapch, The Science and- Practice of 
Management .(New York: The Engineering Magazine Co0i, T^l8)5
3 ?  o  I '  o  '' '"

"Management is administration,, There are two
elements of enterprise? The Determinative—  —
policy-makings and the Administrative— policy-
executing 1

Davis> Pundament a Is,; p6 14,
Administrative vs 0 Operative Management (Gromp vs. 

Project Management)
"The former is the work of managing the activi

ties, of indivldmls and gromps in the accomplishment 
of gromp objectives over a period of time, The 
latter is the work of managing the activities of 
individmals and gromps in the accomplishment of 
specific project objectives with reference to a 
specific time objective^"

Fritz Morstein Marx (ed„ )<, Elements of- Pmblic'Admin- 
istration (2d, ed0| Englewood CliffSs N,J,; PrentIce=Ha11s' 
Inc o s 1959)/ P. 5.

Administration and Management differentiated.
"In generals administration is the broader term, 

embracing such responsibilities as devising an ap
propriate organizations establishing priorities of 
works and harnessing all efforts toward attainment 
of the ends sought„ Management, in its distinctive 
sense, covers those activities which are designed 
to make the enterprise succeed within the framework 
of structure, policy and resources»"
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Owens,, op0 e i t p„ 3»
”Management „ . <, „ endeavors to accomplish the 

objectives of the enterprise and to put into effect 
the policies established by administration»11 ■

Petersen and Plowman, o]d0 cit p« 48.
nA major difficulty with such an analysis is that 

in reality no clear-cut line of demarcation can be 
drawn between those who make policies and those who 
execute them."



APPENDIX E

DEFINITIVE STATEMENTS OF TEEMS - ‘ 
MANAGEj.MANAGEMENT5 AND.ADMINISTEATION

There is a definite gremping or order of the follow
ing terras o It is neeessary to state that only one definition 
will he constructed from all of those that follow, and that 
this correlative definition will be what is used for the 
purpose of the present study.

MANAGE:
Robert A. Gordon and James E, Howell, Higher Educa

tion for Business (New York: Columbia University Press, 19
pp. 51-2., '

11 By manage we mean three things: 1) making the
decisions that determine the course of.a firm? s 
activities, including determining and evaluating 
the alternatives from which choices are to be made,2) supervising the organizational arrangements 
that lead to action in response to decisions, and3) evaluating the results of decisions in terms 
of the firm8 s objectiveso”

Webster8s New Collegiate Dictionary,
“2. To control and directj to conductj guidej 

administer."

MANAGEMENT:
Drmeker, op. cit., p. 7.
"That management is the specific organ of the 

business enterprise, is so obvious that it tends to 
be taken for granted. But it sets management apart 
from all other governing organs of all other
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institutions 0 « 0 » management as such is the 
management of a business enterprise."

L« P» Alford (ed.)# Management * s Handbook (Hew York: The Ronald Press. Co., „ 1924)s p. 1244. .
"The management of an enterprise includes the 

owners, managers5 and executives, that is, those who 
give orders as contrasted with the workers who^re—  
ceive orders. Management, the function, exists be
cause of the necessity for controlling operation."

Brqwn, Organization of Industry, p. 357-
"Often used to denote: 1. An upper level of

supervision. 2. Administration in the inner 
stages of delegation. Since it is impossible to " 
define such a level, or such states of delegation, 
it seems- best to avoid use of the work when cer-
mine . j ” ' .

Edwin H. Spengler and Jacob Klein, Introduction to 
Business (3d. ed.; Hew York; Me Oraw-Hi11 Book Co., Inc.,

"It is the function of the management to direct 
the.business and to execute the policies that have 
been formulated."

Management, Course in Business Essentials (Mew York: 
Business Training borp., 1918), XII, p. 2.

"We can define it best by stating it in terms 
of its purpose. The problem of management always 
is this: To get some task done with the greatest
possible dispatch and the least possible expense."

Lepawsky, op. cit., p. 36.
"Management is the force which leads, guides, and 

directs an organization in the accomplishment of 
a predetermined object."
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Karl D« Pernstrom, Robert F 0 Elder, Wyman P» Pieke, 

Albert Ai Schaefer, and B» Alden Thresher, Organization and 
Management of a Business Enterprise (lew York: Harper ancT”
Brothers, 1^3B% 10«

lfManagement is the force which pulls together 
the,various elements of a business enterprise and 
plans and controls its operations»,T

Clarence Bo Thompson (edo), Bcientific Management 
(Cambridge, Mass,: Harvard University Press, 1914)7 pc 1320

11 Management is the application of skill or care 
in the conduct of an enterprise or operation 111

Petersen and Plowman, op0 cit 0, p0 51«
f*lfenagement is a technique by means of which 

the purposes or objectives, of some particular human 
group are determined, clarified, and effectuated„
This technique consists of a psychological process 
of exerting leadership upon followers and the creation 
of an organization, logically and systematically de
vised- to allocate authority, responsibility, and 
accountability within the group

Ibid., pp. 46-8o '
"Prom the broad social point of view, management 

is a technique or method developed as a result of 
the human tendency to form groups."

Owens, op. cit., p. 3»
"Management is the technique and science of 

organizing and directing the activities of an en
terprise. It Is concerned with using human effort 
in the control of natural forces and with utilizing 
materials for the accomplishment of a common objec
tive."

Church, op. cit>, p. 282.
"Man 

effort.
Management is the science of applied humantl
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;Walter D„ Moody (ed»)s Baslness ©rgamlzteg and Man

agement^ Easiness Adminlstration (CMeagol LaSalle Extension 
University5 1911), II, p 0 6e

"Management may be defined in a general way 
as the art of conducting an organized body with ar 
given purpose in view for the sake of accomplish
ing some predetermined end. Business management 
is, therefore, .the art of directing a business 
organization to secure definite business results*"

Drucker, op. c i t p. 7»
"Management is an organ; and organs can be de

scribed and defined only through their functions."

J. E. Walters, Modern Management (Hew.York; John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1937)5 p. 4. ™

"Modern management may be- defined as the sclen- 
tific- selection, control, and disposition of METHODS, 
MOHEY, MEN, MATERIALS, MACHINERY, MAIHTENAHCE, MAHU- 
FACTURIHG, MARKETING, and MEASUREMENT."

Kimball and Kimball, Jr., op. cit., p. 146.
"Management embraces all duties and functions 

that pertain to the initiation of an enterprise, the 
financing of the same, the establishment of all 
tiajor policies, the provision of all necessary equip
ment, the outlining of the general form of organiza
tion under which the enterprise is to operate, and 
the selection of the principal officers."

Pfiffner and Presthus, op. cit., p^ 5°
"Management is concerned with the direction of 

; . . individuals and functions to achieve ends 
previously determined."

Clifford M. Hicks, An Introduction to Business (Rev. 
ed.j New York: Rinehart atiS"Co0, 1946), p.™T7«

"The term management is expressive of all that 
is done to guide, direct^ and supervise the actual 
operations of a business."



Charles w.» Cerstenhergj, Principles' of- Business (5th 
eda revZ5 lew Yorks Prentice-Hall^ Inc0, l^ST), pi 119.

“Management is the conducting of the business — 
enterprise1 it consists^ on the one hand, of organ
izing, or planning3 and, oh the other hand, of ad
ministration— that is, of putting the plans into 
effecto®

Terry, op0 e±t», p2 3l
“Management is a function or activity» I „ i 

Management pervades nearly every human activity,®

Davis, Fundamentals, p , 6,
‘“Management is the function of executive leader

ship anywherei Business management is the function 
of executive leadership in business institutions,®

William Yoris, The ̂ Management of Production (lew 
Yorks The Ronald Press Col’,' T 9 W ), pZ"?a ' .

"Management is the assumption of the responsibil
ity. for leadership of a group toward“W e  achievement 
of ItsDbjeetlves,

Spriegel and Davies^ Principles of Business Organiza
tion, p 2"37l

nPfe-nagement is the executive function within an 
enterprise' and concerns itselT”primarily with the 
carrying out of the admjplstratlve policies laid 
down by admini s tratiom,,r

Ibid,, pi 494,
"Management frequently includes all persons from 

the president down to the foreman^"

Spriegel and pa-vies. Principles of Business Organiza
tion and Operation, pi 48,

(same definitions as above 1)



"^Management K is an executive function and is 
usually defined as the act of carrying out the pol
icies laid down by the administration^"

Go Canby Balderston* Robert G% Brecht, Victor S» 
Karabasz, and Robert Jo Riddle, Management of an Enterprise
(Mew York? Prentice-Ha 11, InCb,^T94"9j, p B H7

"Management is the stimulating, organizing, and 
directing of human effort to utilize effectively 
materials and facilities to gain an objective;"' o

Cornell, opI cite, pi 2030
"Management pertains to the directing, controlling 

and supervising of all activities that the purpose may be 
accomplished a"

Fayol, op, cit,, pp, 5=6,
"To manage is to forecast and plan, to organize, . 

to command, to co-ordinate and to control, , , . 
Management, thus understood, is neither an exclu
sive privilege nor a particular responsibility of 
the head or senior members of the businessj it is 
an activity spread, like all other activities, 
between head and members of the body corporate,"

Terry, o£, cit., p„ 8,
"Management is the activity which plans, organ

izes, and contro Is 'tKe~peratibhs of ̂ He basic"
elements of men, materials,' macHihes-, methods-,...
money, and markets, providing direction and eo-or-
so as to achieve the sought objective's of the ..
enterprise,^ ■

Tead, og_, cit,, p. 101,
"Management is the process and agency which directs 

and.guides the operations of an organization in the
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realizing of established almsI*

John D, Kilett J Management in the Phblie Service' 
(Mew Yorks McGraw-Hill BooE™5o77™lhc0s'~T957̂ JT~p T

’’Management is the process of directing and 
facilitating the work of people organized in 
fomal groups to achieve a desired goal* I a I 
it is essential in utilizing limited resources 
to accomplish maximum output

McFarland5 op0 cit0, p* S«.
’’Management is the process by which responsible 

persons in an organization combine resources in — 
achieving given ends % c, » c The essence of manage
ment "is that a person called, a manager or an 
executive is responsible for the efficient direc
tion of human effort in the manipulation of the 
non-human resources? .Management can thus be viewed 
as a social process = » „ , involving the inter
relationships of human beings 0* 0 * I all management 
takes place through people 2

Sehull, op'o cit., p. 9*
’’Management is applicable to any group under

taking^ and since it pervades all aspects of an 
organizationJ it is often Confused with the 
technical activities of the group and identified 
with ownership responsibilities of a business first 
The function, however, is conceptually separable 
from either of these activities.' It may be con
sidered as that agency which is superimposed upon 
the technical or operational activities of a group. 
It is rational and purposeful! it gives direction 
and co-ordination to what otherwise might be 
unrelated and random behavior. Management is 
designed to lend economy and effectiveness to the 
accomplishment of some end.

McFarland, op. cltCj pp. 8-9.
’’Management behaviour is distinctly separate 

and.apart from the more outwardly evident idoing8
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activities in organizations. . . . One of the most 
convincing demonstrations that management is a 
separate entity is foiand in the transferability of 
management skills. If management principles are 
universally applicable and the skills and techniques 
are separate from ?doing* activities, it follows 
that a manager should be able to move successfully 
from one industry to another of a very different 
type. . . .  management can transfer only analytical 
and administrative types of skills, abilities, and 
experience.11

L. P. Alford, laws of Management Applied to Manufac
turing (Mew York: The Ronald Press Co., 1928), p. 2b.

“Management methods are universal in applica
tion in manufacturing concerns

Wrwiek, Element s of Admi ni s trati on, p . 10.
“Management is the business term for administration.“

Davis, Fundamentals, p. 160.
“Dictionary definitions of ^administration? and 

?management ? make these terms practically synonymous. 
It is believed, nevertheless, that administration 
should be regarded as a phase of management.“

ADMINISTRATION:
Bemi, op. eft., p. 30.
“administration”
1. That activity of management which really ' 

fulfills or carries out the objectives, or"goals, 
for which the organization, or project is estab
lished.

2. The phase of management which lays down and 
directs policies and procedures by which resources, 
human and otherwise, can be best used to attain 
established goals; for which, in all aspects, it is 
demanded that there be continuous unification of
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datas facts, and opinions collected from varied 
sources5 and through which'there must he channeled 
a free flow of information, suggestions, ideas, 
and plans to and from all levels— up and down, as well as across,

3» The providing of policies and means by which 
goals can be realized,

4, A management function which effectively com
mands human and physical resources.

Charles E, Summer, Jr,, Factors in Effective Adminis
tration (lew Yorks Graduate School of Business, Columbia 
University, 1956), p, 12©,

Administration is the use of a complex body of 
knowledge, and a complex group of attitudes and 
abilities, so as to provide effectiveness—in 
guiding an effieiemey-teehnolegieal-humdn-soeial - 
organization toward a group of goals. This ®guid
ing® involvess

a. The making of structural decisions and 
plans (plans in advance of behavior) 
based on am integration of efficiency, 
technological, human and social factors;

b, taking action in two-way relationships 
with people as individuals, and people 
as members of groups, in such a manner 
that structural decisions and behavior 
of people tend to coincide in reality;

e, when time pressure for action dictates 
that the structural and action phases 
merge into one, responding to the ad
ministrative environment or problem 
with attitudes and abilities that in
fluence the environment or problem in 
the direction of highest goals.

Ibid,, p, 7» Bean Eli Shapiro of KIT:
11 i, , , a complex set of tools, attitudes, under

standings and motivations. It is not, as some human 
relations people view it, something set apart from 
the processes that comprise business,
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Ibid.j p„ 60 Beam Weil H. Jacoby of UoCoLoAo s

o o first, a body of hypotheses, theories, and.principles relating to management per se, inelmd- 
ing internal management of the firm, relation of 
the firm to the external environment^ and "human 
relations18 considerationsj second, the application 
of theories to practical problems.8 81

Ibldo, lean L* Each of Carnegie Institute of

“f., . . the development of an ability l) to single 
out those decisions which are important, 2 ) to make, 
or get made, intelligent decisions on the problem' 
or decision area, and 3) to get decisions carried out 
once they are made „ ?88

Ibid., pp. 6-7® Dean Stanley F. Teele of Harvardt
M8 Administration is the determination of wise 

policies and their successful execution in human 
organizations with the least dislocation of those 
organizations.-888

Ibid., pp. 7-8. Dean James W. Culliton of Wotre
Dame;

188. » . the art of getting purposeful, useful and 
appropriate things done through people by legitimate 
means.1 ^Purposeful8 implies that the administrator
must know what he wants to do or accomplish, and .
this involves an art of selecting between alterna^- 
tives. 8 Useful8 demotes service to society. 8 Ap
propriate 8 implies that the administrator must have 
some knowledge of the things he is dealing with; 
o . . . the phrase ?by legitimate means8 implies 
that administration also involves ethical values.88

Ordway lead. Democratic Administration (lew York: 
Association Press, 19W5)S p. 67.

88 Sperationally, administration is the process 
and-agency which lays down the broad object for 
which an organization and its management are to
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strive, which establishes the broad, policies wader 
which they are to operate, and which gives general 
oversight to the continuing effectiveness of the 
total organization in reaching the objective sought„

©wens, op. city, p. 3.
13. . . . administration is here defined as the de
termination of the general objectives and policies 
of an enterprise. Administration is concerned with 
determining the kind of business or other enterprise 
to be established, the product to be manufactured 
and sold, and other general policies.8

Hicks, op. cit., p. 77.
“The term administration includes determination 

of'the goals to be reached, the general purposes 
to be accomplished, and the broad policies to be 
followed in the business.8

Tead, The- Art of Administration:, pp. 3-4.
8. . „ administration is conceived as the neces

sary activities of those individuais (executives) 
in an"ofganization who are charged with order':^^, 
forwarding and faciS%tih'g"the associated efforts 
of a group of ihdividuais brought together to real- 
rze certain^efined purposes'.li

Ibid., p. 1©1.
8Administration is the process and agency which 

is responsible "for the determination of the aims 
for which an organization and its management are to 
strive^ which establishes the broad policies under 
which they are to operate, and which gives general 
oversight to the continuing effectiveness of the 
total operation in reaching the objectives sought.8

Spriegel and Bavies,—-Principles of Business- ©rgani-- 
zation and Operation, pp. 47-8. ““

“Administration predetermines the specific goals 
and.lays down the broad areas within which the goals
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are to be achievedc . « ♦ AdmiBistration is a de« terminative function within an enterprise and is 
the primary responsibility of top management „ ”

Sheldon, op. cit., p. 32.
'‘Administration is the function in industry 

concerned in the determination of the corporate 
policy, the co-ordination of finance, production 
and distribution, the settlement of the compass 
of the organization, and the ultimate control of 
the executive."

Ibid. Definitions by Mr. J. H. Schulze in a paper 
read to the Taylor Society,1 and published in the Bulletin of 
that Society, for August, 1919c

"Administration is the force which lays down the 
object for which an organization and its management 
are to strive and the broad policies under which 
they are to operate."

E, Belknap, "Administration; a Forgotten Function," 
Iron Age, CXXXIII, No. 12 (March 22, 1934), p. 21.

"Administration is the function which deter
mines what the objects of the business are, 
which keeps management constantly striving toward 
those ends, and which fits together the various 
branches of management so that each contributes, 
effectively and harmoniously, its full fuota. In 
short, administration is the process of determin
ing policy; of coordinating finance, production, 
and distribution; of setting the compass, form 
and structure of the organization, and of exercis
ing the ultimate control of the management

Wallace B. Bonham, "The Theory and Practice of Admin
istration, 11 Harvard Business Revlevf, XIV (Autumn, 1935 - 
Summer, 1936"JJ~ p."̂ r05.

"Administration is the determination and execu
tion of policies involving action.. Such policies 
must be conceived by men. Such action must be 
effected by human organizations."
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Spriegel and Davies, Principles of Business Organi

zation, .p, 37®
"The phase of a business enterprise that con

cerns itself with the over-all determination of the 
major policies and objectives is administration."

Ibid-., p. 494.
"Administration is a determimative function

Proman, op. clt., p. 3S©./
Administration8 is a determlnatlye function 

and.is usually defined as the over-all determin- 
ation of majop policies and objectives

- cSpengler and Klein, op. clt., p. 93.
". . . . administration involves the formulation 

of policies and the establishment of a general scheme 
of control or plan of operation."

Lepawsky, op. clt., p. 36.
"Administration is the force which lays down the 

object for which an organization and its management 
are to strive and the bread policies under which 
they are to operate."

Marx, op. clt., p. 4.
"It is determined action taken in pursuit of con

scious purpose. It is the systematic ordering of 
affairs and the calculated use of resources, aimed 
at making those things happen which one wants to 
happen and forestalling everything to the contrary.
It is the marshaling of available labor and materials 
in order to gain that which is desired at the lowest 
possible cost in energy, time, and money."

Brown, Organization;■ A Formulation,of Principle, p.
11.
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11 ? the managing ©r cendiaet ©f. an office employ

ment =8

Ibid. ̂ Po 267=.
"The endeavor of the members of an enterprise 

to attain or accomplish its purpose

Kimball and Kimball, Jr., op. clt., p. 1-46.
"Administration or direction includes all func

tions and activities that are concerned with the 
actual work of executing or carrying out the 
objectives for which the enterprise has been 
financed and organized."

Brown, Organization ojf Industry, p. 11.
"Administration. . .is the sum of the endeavors 

of all the members of the enterprise directed to
ward the accomplishment of its purposes."

William 1. lewman. Administrative Action; the tech
niques of organization and management (New"Yor£7 Premtiee- 
Haii, IncL 1951)» P« lo

"Administration is the guidance,, leadership, - 
and.control of the efforts of a group of individ
uals toward some common goal."

Thompson, The Theory and Practice of Seientifle Man
agement, p. 4. - -

"Administration is the dynamics of organization.
It is the injection of initiative, stimulus, and" 
control into the static system of which organiza
tion is. a cross-section."

Allen, op. eit., p. 46=
"Administration is the total work of managing—  

planning, organizing, coordinating, motivating, 
controlling, and operating work."
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Leonard D» White^ Introdnction to the Stndy of P-nhlie 

Administration (lew Yorks “tKie MaeiilTran Go„  ̂H B S T j P."2%
^The art of administration is the direetion, 

eo©rdination5 and control of many persons to achieve 
. some purpose or objective„

Lepawsky* og. eit 0 5 p, 11*
nAdministration is the capacity of coordinating 

many, and often conflicting social energies in a 
single organism, so adroitly that they shall operate 
as a mmity. This presupposes the power of recogniz
ing a series of relations between numerous special 
social interests, with all of which no single man ■ 
can be intimately acquainted„ Probably no very 
highly specialized class can be strong in this in
tellectual quality because of the intellectual is©-- 
lation incident to specialization; and yet adminis
tration or generalization is not only the faculty 
upon which social stability rests, but is possibly 
the highest faculty of the human mind „11



APPENDIX F

THE F1NCTI0NS OF THE MANAGER

THE -MANAGER:

Bern, op. eito, p.
1, That person who organizes work and directs 

its completion thromgh the services of others„ 
and who has the prime responsibility for develop
ing the will to work in the employees, thereby 
motivating them to a higher level of attainmentj 
the one who has the ability to translate plans 
and policies into effective production or attain
ment of the established objectives. 2. One who 
knows what is to be done and how to do it, and 
who relays instructions to those who work under 
him so as to complete the demands effectively.

Executive is a term that has been used synonymously 
with the term manager. The following are indications that 
the executive performs the same functions as the manager.

William B. Cornell and Huxley Madhelm, Organization 
and Management in Industry and Bus-jmess' (4th ed.j New York: 
The Ronald Press Co., 1958’), p. 554. .

8An executive is anyone who is responsible for 
the direction and control of others and for the 
execution of the work performed by them.®

Davis, Fundamentals, pp. 129-30,
"An executive is broadly anyone who is charged- 

with the management of affairs. A business execu
tive may be anyone who leads a business organiza
tion, or some element of it, toward the accomplish
ment of business objectives with some degree of

79



effectiveness

McFarland, ope eft0, pp, 40-20
,fA strict definition of the word ‘* executive?- 

would fee tone who executest„ , , Today the word 
is used to denote the individuals who occupy the 
higher ranks in management * Each company defines 
its executive ranks according to its own prefer
ence, which results in the existence of a variety 
of practices »M

Erwin H. Schell, The- Technique of Executive Control 
(Hew York: McGraw-Hill BooE Coa, Inco,"T950), pp0 10-if.

"An executive„ » is one who is responsible 
for.the execution of work performed fey others„"

Terry, op. pit*, p 0 200»
"An executive is sr person who performs man- - 

age rial functions and- is responslfele for the' re
sults ofetained from these efforts,, ir~

Perrin Stryker^ "Iho is an Executive,® Fortune, LII, 
Ho, @ (December, 1955), PP» 108-9,

"An executive is a relatively high-level member 
of the management family whose work is largely in 
the area of decision making and policy formulation.
U s  capacity is such that his judgment, perspective 
and skill in properly delegating responsibility 
will weigh heavily in' the long-term success or fail
ure of the b u s i n e s s ■

LEADERSHIP:

This term is used by some to demote am exclusive 
managerial function. For this study, leadership is not a 
function of the manager. Leadership is a process that need 
not fee exclusive to managers5 it can fee found, formally or



infermally exercised anywhere in the organization*

Allen, op* cito, p* 5»
11 First, leadership is a kind of work* * * * All 

kinds of people can b'e’Teaders just as all kinds 
can he led* * * * The second point is that ail 
work performed by leaders' is not management work*®

McFarland, op* cit*, p* 253 =
®* * * the process by which an executive imagin

atively directs, guides, or influences the work of 
others in choosing and attaining particular ends*11
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THE nFlHCTI6!Sn OF THE ’'MANAGER51

Author# “Function0 Functions (See Letter Key Below)
1 Laws A, BjO
2 Skills . DiEiFyGLHflfJjK ' - •
3 Elements A,B,D,E,F,0,H,I,L;m,W,0,PfQ,R,V
4 Tasks A,BiIiM,T,¥
i Functions D>@iL,V,W,Xa a. wQ

Elements
M. $
AiB,FyGfH,W,Y

l Phases B5J>E,Z
9 Phases B,M,Z

10 Job B,e,L^H
11 Functions o ;j ĥ
12 Functions Bi%LjV,X
13 Functions B,E,W,V
14 Principles B,IgJ,K
15 Functions Aix;ar ..
io Phases A,B,m
17 Functions A,BiQ;I,m,%0,P,R,AA,BB
18 AiliJ,H,AA,00
19 Work
20 Job A,DiI,Wi00
21 Functions AjBjOfljNfW
22 Functions B,0 ;I,E,TjZ
23 Job Di%H,L
24 Problems a ;b #t -
25 Functions B,0,X,AA
26 Functions AfB,F,G,H,W,Y
27 Responsibilities b ;s ;i ,¥
28 Laws G>AA,DD
29 Principles BiDfOfX
30 Functions
31 Activities AiBf8 ,Xim •
32 Functions A,BjG,IiJ,m,0C
33 Tasks a >b m i ;h34 Tasks B,G,ZiAA " - '
35 Functions
36 Functions
37 Tasks BiGfI,L,AA,00
38 Job B#H5T
39 Problems B^H^H^T '
40 Processes B> G> li N, 0, P
41 Functions B,DjG,I,R,W
42 Problems BjD,0 ,I,R,W
43 Duties A>B,i,T,W

*See Key on following page
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Author “Function1' Functions' (See Letter Key Below)

44 Processes B>i;h #t 9x ,aa
45 Factors a >b ;H wf
46 Job A,B,
47 Function g;m >a a ;d d -
48 Processes B,F, @>i;Ti'u>v;Y--
49 Activities A,B^ h 5m ,r ,s 5t ,a a5b b;cc>ee -
5© Proee s Job5Func tloms B,E,
51 B,G, 0 . ; ;
52 Functions A5B5
53 Functions G,I,s .54 Functions b sd .m,%AA
55 Functions A,B,56 Principles b ;s .Y :.:
57 Qualities G,DI),AA
58 Functions i >m 5AA
59 Duties A>Bi@,T>EE6© ©perations A ̂ B^@,I,FF61 Functions B, G#1,1.62 Functions A# B5G, 1,0

LETTER: KEY
■ A Coordinating " Q Forecasting
B Planning R Scheduling
C Production Control S Routing
B Setting Goals T Preparing Policies
E Programming U Staffing
F Budgeting V Training
G Organizing w Selecting
H Motivating X Incentives

' I Controlling Y Reporting .
J Decision Making z" Executing . (“doing®)
K Innovating AA Supervising .
L BB Despatching
H Appraising CC Public Relations
N Directing DD Deputize or Delegate
© Measuring EE Research .
P Corrective Action FF Command
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